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IN THE SUPREME COURT 
OF THE STATE OF UTAH 




\VESTERN TRAVEL, INC., a ~or­
poration, HYATT CHALET lVIO-
TELS INC., a corporation, and 
IIAROLD BUTLER ENTER-
PRISES NO. 115, INC., a corpora-
tion, 
Defendants-Respondents. 
BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
Case No. 
10633 
STATEMENT OF THE KIND OF CASE 
This is an action for injunction to enforce a restric-
tive ~ovenant that a tract of land in Salt Lake City, 
Utah, will not be used for the erection of a motel 
thereon. 
1 
DISPOSITION IN LOWER COURT 
Following trial before the Court without a jury, 
the Court ruled against the plaintiffs and entered a 
Memorandum Decision of dismissal and then made 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and denied 
the Motion of plaintiffs to amend the Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law and Decree or alternatively, 
for a new trial. 
RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL 
Plaintiffs seek reversal of the judgment of the 
District Court for an interpretation of the restrictive 
covenant that erection of a restaurant under lease from 
the owner of all the land, coupled with erection of lodg-
ing rooms, off ice, swimming pool, parking space, and 
liquor dispensary is in its entirety the construction of 
a motel on the restricted land as to the restaurant 
portion, or alternatively, the reversal of the trial court 
for failure to amend Findings of Fact and Conclusions 
of Law requiring reversal of the judgment or a new 
trial. 
STATE~IENT OF FACTS 
The plaintiffs and appellants will be referred to 
herein as plaintiffs, and the defendants will be ref erred 
to collectively as defendants or as Western Travel, 
I-Iyatt Motels, or Butler Enterprises where referred 
to individually. 
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The plaintiffs were owners in 1955 and 1956 of a 
i•lel'(' of land 40 x 97 feet on North Temple Street 
hd \1ccu Second and Third \Vest Streets in Salt Lake 
City, Utah (R. 86-87). Plaintiffs in those years and for 
scYcral years prior thereto had been owners of a large 
motel three blocks west of the said property, known as 
~c Rancho lVIotel and consisting of 200 rooms with 
swimming pool, tennis court and playground, parking 
area and leased restaurant ( R. 83-85) , and also of 
Scotty's Travel ~Iotor Hotel one block farther west 
with similar facilities except that a separately owned 
cafe adjoins the property (R. 85). 
Plaintiffs were approached in 1956 by a real estate 
agent representing Wright-Wirthlin and seeking to pur-
chase the said tract of ground 40 x 97 feet (R. 88). 
A bargain was made and there was presented to plain-
tiffs for signature an Earnest Money Agreement, As-
signment of Contract and Quit-Claim Deed which are 
Exhibits P-5, 6 and 7 (R. 92-93). The purchaser Neilson 
transferred an interest to Messrs. Wright and Wirthlin 
and to Metropolitan Investment Company, a partner-
ship (Exhibit P-9 and P-10) which then conveyed to 
defendant \Vestern Travel (R. 94 and Exhibit P-11). 
In making the purchase, A. P. Neilson was acting 
in behalf of himself and lVIessrs. Wright and Wirthlin 
which resulted in the holding of the land by the partner-
ship of said persons and known as Metropolitan Invest-
ment Company (Exhibit P-9). 
In 1960 an action was brought by Metropolitan 
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Investment against the plaintiffs to declare the restri~. 
tive covenant invalid which case was resolved in favor 
of these plaintiffs by this Court in Case No. 9622, Metro. 
politan Investment Company, a partnership coniposcd 
of JV. Adrian Wright, W. Meeks Wirthlin and A. P. 
Neilson vs.Jerry Sine and Dora T. Sine, 14 Utah 2d 36, 
376 P.2d 940. 
'Vhile the said action was pending, an action for 
rescission or for damages for breach of the covenant was 
bnJught by the plaintiffs against A. P. Neilson, l\'Ietro-
p1d1t<lll Im·estment Company and Western Travel, Case 
No. 13-H54 in the Third District Court, of which file 
judicial notice is taken in this action. 
This case was dismissed in February, 1964, follow-
ing the decision in Case No. 9622, the Court stating: 
"After a discussion of the facts and the law 
involved in the action, and it appearing to the 
Court that the Supreme Court has heretofore 
held the deed between the parties to contain a 
restrictive covenant and that the same is binding 
on all parties; 
It was, therefore, held by the court as a matter 
of law that rescission cannot be had in this case, 
and that the Complaint does not state a cause 
of action as to any of the purported considera· 
tions set forth therein insofar as rescission is con· 
cerned. 
And there being no evidence of a breach of 
covenant and of damage to the plaintiff, the Com· 
plaint in its entirety is dismissed with prejudice." 
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In .July, 1963, an action was commenced in the 
Third District Court by defendant 'i\T estern Travel 
against these plaintiffs in an action of which judicial 
;wl1ce was taken in this case by which Western Travel 
sought a judgment that the construction of a proposed 
hotel utilizing the 40 x 97 foot tract of land as parking 
space incident to and in conjunction with a hotel-restau-
rant open lo the public generally was sought. This action 
\\as dismissed on March 18, 1964, by Honorable A. H. 
Ellett, Judge, on the authority of Metropolitan Invest-
ment Cum.pony v. Sine as shown by the file which is 
before the Court as part of the record, the Order of 
Dismissal stating: 
"After discussion of the facts and the applic-
able law including the decision of the Utah 
Supreme Court in the case of Sine v. Metro-
politan Investment Company, 14 Utah 2d, 38, 
this Court stated that it was bound by the decision 
in that case which related to the property in-
volved in this action and that construction of a 
parking lot in connection with a motel appeared 
to be within the covenant." 
On February 16, 1965, application for a building 
permit was filed with Salt Lake City by Bob B. Allred 
for llyatt Chalet Motels (Exhibit P-12) with which 
were filed certain plans received in evidence as Exhibit 
P-14. These plans at Sheet 1-B show that the design 
of the entire property was by architect Pollack of Hyatt 
.'.\lotels and show the architectural style of the two 
build in gs. 
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On March 5, 1965, application for building permit 
for Denny's Restaurant was filed by Richard G. Sharp 
and naming Hyatt Chalet l\Iotel, Inc. of 1610 South 
:Main, Uountiful, as General Contractor (Exhibit P-16). 
The design and layout for the high-rise hotel re-
ferred to in Action No. 144500 is Exhibit P-18 which 
shows the proposed arrangement as of that time with 
reference to the tract of land involved in the action. 
Exhibits P-35 and P-36 relate respectively to the 
area where the lodging units, office, swimming pool and 
parking and the area covered by the restaurant and 
parking are situated. 
\'Vestern Travel conveyed the large area to Hyatt 
:Motels on l\1ay 6, 1965, which gave a deed of trust 011 
April 29, 1965, for $450,000.00 with assignment of rents 
and income the same date, and deed back to \V es tern 
Travel dated May 5, 1965, all recorded l\1ay 10, 1965 
(Exhibit P-35) . 
The tract subject to the restrictive covenant and 
some additional land was conveyed May 6, 1965, by 
''r estem Travel to Harold Butler Enterprises which 
conveyed April 30, 1965, to Hyatt Motels, which gayc 
deed of trust April 29, 1965, for $120,000.00, with 
assignment of rents and income the same date and deed 
back to \Vestern Travel :May 5, 1965 (Exhibit P-35). 
The Hyatt l\lotels lease to Butler Enterprises 
(Exhibit P-39) calls for construction of restaurant 
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builtling and reciting the restrictive covenant on the land 
at Page 8 of the lease. 
The stock ownership of Western Travel is shown 
by Exhibit P-40 and is shown to include W. A_drian 
\\!right, 'Veeks Wirthlin and A. P. Neilson. 
The plaintiff Jerry Sine testified that he has been 
in the motel business for 20 years (R. 108) and testified 
as an expert that "a motel is an inn or a roadside hotel 
offering lodging, food, I would say, food, lodging and 
parking, a swimming pool, and many other services, 
and various entertainments in the rooms, such as TV, 
radio, independent music and the like" (R. 109). Most 
large motels have swimming pools, all have parking for 
automobiles, and not all serve food and beverage (R. 
l IO). The additional facilities are necessary for motels 
of over 40 units ( R. 110) . A motel is a modern word 
first appearing in the dictionary in 1948 ( R. ll l) . The 
advertising of motels draws attention to their facilities 
including service of food, parking, TV and swimming 
pools (R. 112). Such advertising, drawing attention to 
service of food, was illustrated by Exhibits P-19, a 
magazine called "Hospitality - ~"'ood and Lodging-" 
at Page 7 4, 85 and 106; P-20 the "Tourist Court J our-
nal" at Page 20 to 26; "Newsweek" magazine for Feb-
ruary 7, 1966, at Page 77, Exhibit P-21; Exhibit P-22, 
a publication of Hyatt Motels obtained from the Salt 
Lake office of the Hyatt Inn and the classified sections 
of the Phoenix, Salt Lake City and Provo telephone 
directories, being Exhibits P-23, 24 and 25. 
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Plaintiffs' Se Rancho motel has connected with it a 
restaurant called "Se Rancho Broiler" which is under 
lease and seats 90 or more people (R. 121). Scotty\ 
Travel :Motel adjoins the "Poor Boy Restaurant" whiC'h 
is under separate ownership (R. 122). The later Trave-
Lodge :Motels are building restaurants ( R. 126). 
Jerry Sine's testimony of conversation with the real 
estate agent in 1956 was that no motel or anything in 
connection with a motel would be built on the property 
( R. 133). It was his intention to prevent a pretentious 
motel fronting on North Temple (R. 136). 
Hyatt Motels was putting in the footings when 
~Ir. Sine referred the matter to counsel (R. 130). 
Roy l\lenlove, part owner and manager of the 
'V orld l\iotel testified that Exhibit P-26 shows the 
restaurant Teogra connected with the World _Motel 
and that the corporation owns the building and leases 
out the restaurant (R. 139-140). In its advertising, the 
'Vorld l\1otel advertises the Teogra Restaurant (R. 
140). It is important that the restaurant be connected 
with the motel ( R. 143-145) . A large part of the busi-
ness of the Teogra Restaurant is from the public (R. 
147). 
Richard L. Webber, manager of Covey's America 
:Motor Lodge in Salt Lake City testified that a repu· 
tation for good food aides in the sale of the main product 
which is guest rooms. A luxury motel includes a coffee 
shop or dining room and it is ideal to have the food 
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department on a lease basis with a first-class operator 
( H. 151-152). Covey's New America has a lease with the 
Hot Shoppes which is one of the large chain of restau-
rants comparable to Denny's (R. 155). Covey's N e·w 
America has 330 rooms and the Hot Shoppes Restau-
rant will seat 350. The card advertisement of New 
America l\1otor Lodge and the Hot Shoppes Restaurant 
is Exhibit P-27. 
Leon Dale Reed testified that he is co-owner of a 
67 unit motel in Seattle and District Governor of Best 
\ V es tern, also National Director of the Motel Associa-
tion (R. 158). Best 'V estern is a referral organization 
of motels with an advertising program and group pur-
chasing. l ts travel guide shows the accommodations of 
motels including coffee shops, restaurants, lounges and 
swimming pools (R. 159). Motel is a coined word and 
is an umbrella which covers tourist courts, motor hotels, 
inns, chalets and their accommodations (R. 160). In 
cities where the best have restaurants, the public demands 
a facility which includes a restaurant (R. 161). It makes 
no difference to Best Western whether the restaurant 
is owned and operated or leased out (R. 162). 
Exhibit P-28 is the Best 'Vestern Guide which 
shows whether each motel has a restaurant or swimming 
pool, parking being fundamental and assumed to exist. 
:Motel chains are not included in P-28. About 60% of 
motels listed have restaurants including his of 67 rooms 
which has a coffee shop to seat 36 people (R. 164). 
Coffee shops usually cater to the public although this is 
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not necessarily indicated by the number of seats ·with 
reference to the rooms of the motel ( R. 165) . 
The word "motel" is a changing concept with more 
things coming under the umbrella word all the time 
such as gift shops, bars, service stations (R. 167). /\. 
restaurant such as Denny's would be an asset to a motel 
(R. 171). 
Based upon examination of Exhibits 1~-26 and 
P-27, it is his opinion that the \Vorld lVIotel and Covey\ 
New America are motels with restaurants. (Exhibit 
P-28 so lists them.) Sheet 1-B of Exhibit P-14 shows 
a motel package and it would be an advantage to adver-
tise it as a motel with a restaurant (R. 172). It makes 
110 difference to the traveling public whether a restaurant 
is owned or is independent ( R. 176). 
Sherman Lowman testified that he is manager of 
the approved accommodation department of American 
Automobile Association (AAA) whose duties include 
inspection and rating of motels and cafes as good, ex-
cellent or outstanding ( R. 177) . The ratings are affected 
by swimming pools, adequate parking, food service and 
beverage service (R. 178). A really good restauraut 
receives a separate listing (R. 180). The World lVIotel 
in Salt Lake City is listed with its resaurant (R. 181). 
Commencing with 1966, hotels and motels are listed 
separately (R. 181). Three tour books issued by AAA 
are exhibits P-29, 30 and 31 which list motels not 
necessarily members of AAA (R. 182-183). They cover 
national chains including the Hyatt Royal Inn which 
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is the only one in Salt Lake rated excellent and shows 
a restaurant at this location. 
1\AA rating books show swimming pools (R. 186) 
and make no clear distinction between hotels and motels 
(R. 187). 
Jesse l\L Payne testified that the State Contractor's 
Licensing Department issued a license on May 5, 1965, 
to Bob B. Allred Construction Company limiting its 
l'.ontraets to $7 5,000.00 ( R. 189). 
Barbara Sine, wife of '" esley Sine, son of the 
plaintiffs testified that she telephoned the Hyatt Hotels, 
l\Iotels and Lodges and got the information shown on 
tlie Notice to Produce (R. 190-191). Exhibit P-32 is 
a list of the results of the calls she made. 
\Vesley Sine testified that the cards of several 
motels showing restaurants are included in Exhibit P-33 
depicting motels he has seen. Exhibit P-34 is a picture 
of the Hyatt Royal Inn in Salt Lake (R. 196). 
Denny's Restaurant and the Hyatt Motor Lodge 
were originally painted the same color, then the Denny's 
Restaurant was darkened (R. 197). The motor lodge 
was opened October 1, 1965, and has three convention 
halls the largest of which holds 100 to 150 people (R. 
198). 
Exhibit P-37 is a circular obtained from the Hyatt 
J\f otel desk and shows the variety of motels and hotels 
mrned by the Hyatt Motel chain (R. 202). 
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The Hyatt 1\tiutel dispenses alcoholic beverage.'> 
on the premises (R. 203). The Denny's Restaurant 
has an exit to the north toward the rooms of the motel 
(R. 20L1<). Denny's Restaurant appears to have a capac-
ity of about 143 (R. 205). 
The circular obtained at the desk from the Hyatt 
l\Iotel (P-37) mentions convention rooms (R. 206) and 
he was told that Denny's could set up a buffet in the 
convention rooms (R. 207). 
Definitions of motel, hotel, restaurant and inn from 
Webster's New 20th Century Dictionary Unabridged 
Second Edition, copyright 1957 were read into the 
record ( R. 208-209) . 
Pursuant to the Notice to Produce, there were 
produced Exhibit P-39, the lease agreement to the 
Butler Enterprises; P-40, a list of stockholders of 
'Vestern Travel, and P-41, a lease on the restaurant 
in Provo by "\Vestern Travel of "certain property -
in the motor-hotel known as the Royal Inn of Provo 
consisting of a dining room, kitchen, coffee shop -." 
The Court was informed by counsel that Denny's 
is the advertised name of Butler Enterprises ( R. 215). 
The plaintiff Jerry Sine testified that his only 
effort to stop construction was to notify his attorney 
two or three times, the first time around April ( R. 
220-221). 
Defendants offered Exhibit D-42 which is the Salt 
Lake City Zoning Ordinance Revised May 1, 1965, witli 
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a stipulation that the property is zoned C-1 thereunder 
( R. 224-225). 
Bruce Hartman, assistant operations director for 
Hyatt lVlotels testified that he helps the sales program 
and is a trouble shooter ( R. 226) . Out of 38 motels of 
the Hyatt chain, one in Indio has purchased a food 
operation (R. 227). The Hyatt Chalet Motel in Salt 
Lake with 100 units will not support the Denny's 
Restaurant of 160 seats. When the motel is not 100% 
occupied, it will supply not over 20% of Denny's gross 
( R. 228). Restaurants connected with motels can't exist 
on motel patronage only (R. 229). Exhibit P-38 shows 
the restaurant nearest the various Hyatt Chalet motels. 
1\Iotel advertising emphasizes things which will 
attract customers. Swimming pools produce no revenue 
but are a sales advantage. Parking is necessary but does 
not support an extra charge (R. 233). 
Richard G. Sharp testified that he is the local 
architect for Butler Enterprises, supervised the con-
struction of Denny's Restaurant in association with 
Colwell & Ray of Los Angeles. The construction started 
April 1, 1965, cost $160,000.00 plus $80,000.00 for the 
equipment and furnishings (R. 236). On July 18, he 
learned of an effort to stop construction. At that time 
the building was 80% complete (R. 237). He doesn't 
know what Butler Enterprises is. He built for Denny's 
which is the organization that has the restaurants (R. 
:.?39). Exhibit P-17 are the plans he worked from. He 
had no correspondence with Denny's Restaurant and 
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used the name Denny's Restaurant in obtaining tl1e 
building permit (Exhibit P-16) which name he obtained 
from the plans (R. 240). The general contractor sup-
plied to him the name Hyatt Chalet Motels (R. 241), 
'Vayne Young was Allred's foreman on the job (R. 
242). 
Donald Daniel testified that he is the local man-
ager of Denny's (R. 244). The majority of his business 
comes from the public. If the motel is full, 803 comes 
from the public (R. 245). He has worked at other 
Denny's Restaurants which \Vere associated with motels 
(R. 246). He doesn't know whether there is a Denny's 
Restaurant corporation, but he was paid by Denny's 
prior to the opening of the restaurant (R. 250). 
It was stipulated that in 1956 the property involved 
was zoned B-3 under the 1955 Salt Lake City Ordi-
nances ( R. 252) . 
Jackson B. Howard testified that he represented 
"T estern Travel in preparation of Exhibit P-39 
(R. 254) and identified the letters in Exhibit P-43 as 
being to and from his office. Referring to the Harold 
13utler Enterprises as the Butler Enterprises was a 
human error ( R. 256) . 
M. Byron Fisher testified that he was associated with 
the attorneys for the plaintiff. He knows the handwriting 
on Exhibit P-43. The information on P-44 was obtained 
from the Salt Lake City Building Permit (R. 258). Hr 
called the Secretary of State for "Butler Enterprises" 
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awl for "Denny's" neither of which was qualified 01 
listed ( R. 260). Later, when he called for "Harold 
Butler Enterprises," he got the name of the process 
<tgeut ( R. 261). He visited the premises on June 10, 
l !W5, talked to and served lHr. Young who was in charge 
of construction ( R. 264-266) . 
Barbara Sine testified that she attempted to locate 
Bob Allred in Bountiful and that both the office and 
his home at 1030 :Millbrook were deserted and the Christ-
mas tree lights were still up at the home ( R. 267-269). 
POINTS TO BE ARGUED 
1. The restriction against a motel covers all parts 
of a motel. 
2. The lease to Harold Butler Enterprises does not 
cjrcumvent the restriction. 
3. Injunction is the appropriate remedy. 
4. The ~lotion for New Trial should have been 
granted. 
(a) Finding of Fact No. 5 erroneously states 
that Butler obtained a building permit. 
(b) Finding of Fact No. 5 erroneously indi-
cates that plaintiffs did nothing to serve Harold Butler 
Enterprises until July 15, 1965. 
( c) Finding of Fact No. 6 is erroneous in 
finding independent construction and operation of the 
restaurant and the motel. 
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ARGUMENT 
POINT I. THE RESTRICTION AGAINST 
A MOTEL COVERS ALL PARTS OF A 
.MOTEL. 
For purpose of analysis it is assumed in this point 
that all of the facilities shown at Sheet 1-B of Exhibit 
P-14 were built as the Hyatt Royal Inn, complete with 
lodgings, office, restaurant, swimming pool, liquor dis-
pensary and parking areas. 
It is admitted that motels do not necessarily han 
food service facilities and contended that most large ones 
<lo, in accordance with the evidence in this case. 
The Court is asked to take judicial notice of the 
fact that the Hotel Utah, the Newhouse Hotel, and 
other large hotels have dining rooms, coffee shops aud 
banquet facilities. These are all parts of a complete 
service hotel, regardless of whether an area where food 
is served is called the "Coffee Shop," the "Sky Room," 
"The Royal Room," the "Persian Room" or "The Roof 
Garden." 
Likewise, food service is part of the operation of 
many motels by the definitions given by Mr. Sine (R. 
109), .Mr. 'Vebber (R. 152), Mr. Reed (R. 160-161) 
and :M:r. Lowman (R. 178). 
A motel is defined to be a "roadside hotel for motor-
ists, usually consisting of private cabins" (R. 209). 
A hotel is "an establishment or building providing 
a number of bedrooms, baths, etc., and usually foo<l, 
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for the accommodation of travelers, semi-permanent 
residents, etc." ( R. 209). 
The combined definition of a motel, therefore, is: 
"A roadside establishment providing a number of bed-
rooms, baths, and usually food, for the accommodation 
of travelers, semi-permanent residents, for motorists 
and usually consisting of private cabins." 
An "inn" is an establishment or building providing 
food, drink, bedrooms, etc. for travelers; a hotel, espe-
cially one in the country or along the highway" ( R. 
209). The name "Hyatt Royal Inn," therefore, empha-
si'.les food service more than "motel" or "motor lodge" 
and gives the entire operation the atmosphere of good 
food. 
:Many motels serve "continental breakfasts." Some 
advertise free breakfasts (Exhibit P-30, pp. 307-309). 
Presumably, such breakfasts do not involve a separate 
eating area and the place where the food is served would 
seem to be part of the motel. 
'Vhere a sit-down eating room is provided by the 
management and operate by it, the room would again 
seem to be part of the motel. 
If motels construct separate buildings for lodging, 
for off ice, for changing into swim clothes, the result 
would seem to be the same. There seems to be no reason 
for a different conclusion if one of the separate buildings 
uf the cluster handles eating requirements of the motel. 
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The facilities and services are collectively the 
"hotel" or "motel'' and each is an integral part. This 
conclusion seems compelled by the way the motel indus-
try itself holds itself and its members out to the public 
- its prospective guests. 
In l\ilr. Sine's testimony and in the Supreme Court 
decision in No. 9622, it is noted that one purpose of the 
restriction was to prevent a pretentious or imposing 
motel fronting on North Temple Street. In other words, 
the impression that is created to the public is an impor-
tant item. This appears from the testimony of all of 
the witnesses who testified that motels advertise those 
features which will attract customers and one of the 
features is food service. No distinction is made in adver-
tising between restaurants under joint operation with 
the lodging as against restaurants under separate lease, 
and indeed there is no indication of a distinction where 
the restaurants are separately mvned on separate parcels 
of ground. 
Thus, :Mr. l\1enlove testified that the Teogra was 
owned by the World Motel but was under lease; lVIr. 
Webber testified similarly as to Covey's New America 
:Motel and the Hot Shoppes Restaurant and further 
testified that in his opinion the lease was the ideal ar-
rangement. The property under question involves com-
mon ownership with a lease to Butler Enterprises which 
operates Denny's Restaurant. And Exhibit P-41 shows 
that 'Vestern Travel made a lease to Vern C. White 
of the restaurant portions of the Provo property, the 
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rommencing language m Paragraph 1 of that lease 
being as follows: 
"The property leased includes certain property 
leased in Provo, Utah County, State of Utah, in 
the motor-hotel known as The Royal Inn of 
Provo, consisting of a dining room, kitchen, cof-
fee shop, etc. *** on all of the adjacent motel 
premises owned by lessor*." (Emphasis added.) 
All of these motels are listed in the tour guides as 
hcing motels with coffee shops, and so are they depicted 
in their own post cards contained in Exhibits P-26 and 
P-27, and P-33. 
In Exhibit P-29, which is the Tour Book of AAA 
covering the State of Utah, at Page 215, 216 and 217, 
Covey's America l\!lotel and Coffee Shop is shown as 
having a restaurant, Hyatt Royal Inn is shown as hav-
ing a restaurant, World Motor Hotel is shown as having 
a dining room and coffee shop and at Page 213, the 
Royal Inn at Provo is shown as having a restaurant 
and coffee shop. Nothing is said about separate opera-
tions and no names are given for the restaurants apart 
from the motels. 
Also in Exhibit P-28, the Best 'Vestern Travel 
Guide, at Page 27, are listed Covey's America Motel 
and Coffee Shop and the World Motor Hotel Restau-
rant and Coffee Shop, the Western Travel places not 
being listed for either Provo or Salt Lake. 
Exhibit P-41 shows in Paragraphs 20 and 21 that 
\V estern Travel was much concerned with retaining its 
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staudincr as a member of the l\Iaster 1-Iosts Association 
b 
of :Motels. "Newsweek" for February 7, 1966, at Page 
77 (Exhibit P-21) is au advertisement of "Master Hosts 
~Iotor llotels." According to the ad there are 241 spread 
across the United States offering "best sleeping acco1n-
modations *finest food *complete recreational facilities, 
fully equipped for group meetings." The motor hotels 
are listed by states. There are a large number of motels, 
many hotels, and a variety of lodges, inns, manors and 
other names used. It is plain that each of these names 
is used to depict the aggregate of facilities described 
over-all by the 'vord "motor hotel" or "motel." These 
are not motels plus restaurants, but motels which feature 
the service of food. It is plain that the word "motor 
hotel" or "motel" does not mean a motel with restaurant 
or with food service but that motel in the industry itself 
includes the facilities for service of food. 
The importance of food service and its connection 
with motels is shown iu Exhibit P-38 which was produced 
by defendant Hyatt Chalet. The big part of the folder 
relates to its hotels all of which have food service. The 
chalet and lodge facilities are shown on the inside sheets 
and each one shows the location of the nearest restau· 
rant, including several Denny's Restaurants adjacent 
or adjoining. This exhibit seems to make no distinction 
between lodges and motels although Exhibit P-32 lists 
the same eight hotels and then divides the others into 
groups of chalet motels and lodges. 
Indeed, the I-Iyatt Chalets are more anx10us tn 
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claim restaurant affiliations than is the AAA tour book 
to accord restaurant connections. Exhibit P-38 shows 
restaurants listed for the chalets or motels in Fullerton 
' Palm Springs, Pasadena, Pomona, Redding, Tarzana, 
Thousand Oaks, Santa Barbara and Hollywood, Cali-
fornia; Las Yegas, Nevada; Eugene, Oregon; Phoenix 
and Yuma, Arizona; whereas, the AAA Tour Books 
(Exhibits 20 and 30) fail to mention restaurants as 
being available to those motels. And yet, the Hyatt 
Motels witness testified that none of these motels owns 
the food operation (R. 227). 
It is interestmg in passing to notice that Denny's 
has made a connection with the Hyatt Motels in Flag-
staff and Yuma, Arizona; Modesto and Needles, Cali-
fornia; J\Iedford, Oregon; Amarillo, Texas, and Salt 
Lake City, Utah. 
Advertising by motels in telephone directories also 
reYealed that the industry itself plays up its included 
facilities, including food service, as part of the attrac-
tions the motel has to off er the public. 
The Salt Lake City Directory (Exhibit P-24) at 
Page 278 of the classified section shows Covey's America 
Motel and Hot Shoppes as AAA and Best "T estern 
and advertises its heated swimming pool. At Page 279 
is a large advertisement for the 'Vorld Motel and Teogra 
Room with AAA and Best Western rating and heated 
pool; Se Rancho J\1.:otor Hotel and Broiler Restaurant 
and its heated pool; Holiday Inn with heated swimming 
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pool and 24-hour coffee shop; and the TraveLodge with 
heated pool. 
'The Phoenix classified directory is similar (Exhibit 
P-23). 1\t Pages 458, 459, and 4()0 are large advertise-
ments by eight motels or inns advertising their room-, 
with dining facilities and also cocktail lounges and 
swimming pools in most cases, ·with no identity for the 
restaurants except that they are available food facilities. 
It is not for the off ice to say to the swimming pool. 
or the lodging facilities to say to the restaurant, or the 
liquor dispensary to say to the parking area: "I hare 
no need of thee." All make up the institution and the 
umbrella word that embraces whatever facilities there 
are, is "motel." 
The restrictive covenant against erection of a motel 
is applicable to each part of the motel. 
This Court construed this restrictive covenant 111 
1lf etropolitan I nvestnicnt Compan;lj, et al. vs. Sine, 
supra, 14 Utah 2d 36, 37() P.2d 940. It appears in that 
opinion that the plaintiff ~letropolitan Investment Com-
pany, has sold the property to 'Vestern Travel, Inc. for 
a large sum of cash and 12 % of the stock of 'V esteru 
Travel (page 39) and as part of the sale had agreed to 
test the restrictive covenant in question on behalf of 
'Vestern Travel (page 40). It therefore appeared that 
although Western Travel was not a party to that action. 
the action was brought in its behalf and 'V estern Travel 
is charged with knmdedge of it. In that case the Court 
noted that 'Vestern Travel planned "to construct a 
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rnot<'l development of approximately 130 units, together 
with a restaurant and swimming pool, on the entire 
trad, including the property in question, if allowed as a 
result of this appeal." The Court's opinion notes that 
.ferry Sine has testified "that an impressive motel front 
could not be built on North Temple Street without 
this property, and this fact would have a substantial 
effect upon his motel business" (page 42). And in an-
:-,wer to the contention that the covenant was personal 
to A. P. Neilson, the Court notes: 
"A covenant to A. P. Neilson personally which 
could have been circumvented by mere transfer 
of title would have been worthless to the property 
intended to be protected. Such was not the inten-
tion of the original parties to the contract. *** 
'Ve have no question of a bona fide purchaser 
without notice, which might free the land of that 
restriction." 
And the Court then held that the restrictive covenant 
was valid and enforceable. 
This Court has previously indicated that a "motel 
development" including restaurant and swimming pool 
is within the covenant. l\iotel owners generally treat 
included facilities as part of motels. The definition of 
motel includes its various services and facilities. Hyatt 
Motels regarded this as a part of the motel by placing 
the deed of trust on the restricted property so as to 
enable construction of the restaurant buildings. And it 
would be logically unreasonable to consider that a motel 
does not include its parts. 
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Analogous cases and authorities have proved elusiYe. 
An annotation on restrictiye covenants and related park-
ing is 80 A.L.R. 2d, 1259, where it is said that in con-
struing covenants: 
"*** effect is to be given to the intention of the 
parties as shown hy the language of the instru-
ment, considered in connection with the circum 
stances surrounding the transaction and the 
object sought to be accomplished by the parties." 
In 20 Am. J ur. 2d, Covenants and Conditions,§ 220, 
the treatise states that: 
"Use of lots for parking purposes in connec-
tion with places of business located on adjace11t 
premises unburdened by restrictions was held to 
violate a restriction against maintaining any 
trade or business on such lots, or a restriction 
limiting use of the property to residential pur-
poses." Citing two cases. 
YVe relate this statement to the case at bar in this 
manner: This Court has held that the motel develop-
ment involved in Metropolitan v. Sine, supra, includctl 
IBO rooms, a swimming pool, restaurant and parking 
facilities. Assuming that restaurant facilities and park-
ing fa<'ilities are equally important to the welfare of the 
motel, a case concerning relationship of parking to the 
main business might be a precedent of relationship of 
restaurants to the main business. 
In the cited case of Bennett v. Con.solidated Realt,11 
Company, 226 Ky. 747, 11 S.,V. 2d 910, 61 A.L.R. 453. 
there had been an existing roadhouse or night club across 
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an alley way from a residential area where the lots were 
restricted to residential uses. The owner acquired three 
of the residential lots and permitted his patrons without 
charge to park their cars on the lots. The question was 
whether this was use of the lots for a business purpose 
eye11 though no charge was made and even though the 
liusiness proper was on unrestricted land. In upholding 
the granting of an injunction against the free parking, 
the Court said: 
"It was necessary to have a parking place for 
these automobiles. The parking place was an 
incident to the roadhouse, without which the road-
house could not have been successfully operated 
under the circumstances. Bennett was carrying 
on the business of operating the roadhouse, and, 
in providing parking places for his patrons, he 
was simply performing an incident of that busi-
ness." 
POINT II. THE LEASE TO HAROLD 
BUTLER ENTERPRISES DOES NOT CIR-
CU~1YENT THE RESTRICTION. 
All parties defendant knew or are charged with 
1.:nowing of the restrictive covenant. It was recorded. 
It was incorporated in the lease to Butler Enterprises 
(Exhibit P-39) the income from which was assigned 
to reinforce the separate deed of trust on the small tract 
of land whereon, on that date, April 29, 1965, a restau-
rant building was already being constructed (Exhibit 
P-36). 
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Exhibit D-1 shows the property involved in tlic 
construction an a plat from the Salt Lake County He. 
corder's office. The large tract in Lots 1 and 8 are L-
sha pe<l and marked 'V es tern Travel, Inc. In the ceuter 
of Lot 1 is an irregularly shaped piece approximately 
square also marked \Vestern Travel, Inc. In other 
words, the property on which the lodgings themselves 
are constructed as well as the property on which the 
restaurant and the parking are constructed belong to 
\Vestern Travel, despite a rather complicated set of 
documents designed to put liabilities for mortgages in 
certain places and still leave \V es tern Travel as the 
owner and lessor with other corporations as lessees. 
Exhibit P-35 relates to the outside or L-shape<l 
tract. The first document dated May 6, 1965, is the 
\Varranty Deed from \Vestern Travel to Hyatt Chalet 
~Iotels, Inc. On April 29, 1965, Hyatt Chalet .Moteb 
executed a Utah Deed of Trust to Prudential Federal 
Savings and Loan in the amount of $450,000.00 and ou 
the same date made an assignment of rents and income 
to Prudential Federal Savings and Loan. Then, 011 
:May 5, 1965, Hyatt Chalet :Motels by Warranty Deed 
conveyed the property to \Vestern Travel, Inc., leaving 
Hyatt Chalet responsible for the mortgage which harl 
become a first lien against the premises but on which 
\Vestern Travel was not directly bound. 
Exhibit P-36 contains a Warranty Deed from 
\Vestern Travel to Harold Butler Enterprises of the 
smaller portion whereon the resaurant has been built 
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which deed is dated May 6, 1965, and recorded in Book 
232.5 at page 286. A 'Varranty Deed from Harold 
Butler Enterprises to Hyatt Chalet Motels dated April 
;)O, 1965, was recorded at page 287 of the same book. 
The next recordation at page 288 was Utah Deed of 
Trust from Hyatt Chalet Motels to Prudential Federal 
Savings and Loan for $120,000.00 and at 291 was re-
corded an assignment of rents and income from Hyatt 
Chalet Motels to Prudential Federal Savings to secure 
the $120,000.00 deed of trust. The final document in 
Lhe group recorded at page 292 was a Warranty Deed 
from Hyatt Chalet Motels to Western Travel. Thus, 
Hyatt Chalet Motels was again bound on the deed of 
trust and the property was then conveyed back to \Vest-
ern Travel, except that with reference to this property, 
deed had also gone through Harold Butler Enterprises. 
Exhibit P-39 is a lease agreement between Western 
Travel and IIarold Butler Enterprises dated .May 26, 
1!)64, produced by Western Travel in response to the 
Notice to Produce, the lease in effect between Western 
Travel and Harold Butler Enterprises. In Paragraph 
7 of this lease, Western Travel agrees to subject the 
premises to such mortgage as may be requested by Butler 
up to $130,000.00 and that the lessor shall not assume 
any personal liability for the payment of the mortgage, 
the lessor agreeing to subordinate fee simple title to the 
lien of the mortgage with provision that the deed back 
will be escrowed and that Butler will deposit the mort-
gage properly executed a~d a deed reconveying to the 
lessor the demised premises subject to the mortgage and 
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then providing that Butler or its assignee shall make 
all payments of principal and interest required under 
the mortgage. 
The fact that Butler Enterprises did not execute 
the mortgage but Hyatt Chalet did, is contrary to the 
terms of this lease agreement and shows a closer con. 
nection between Butler and Hyatt Chalet than was 
contemplated by the lease from Western Travel to 
Butler. 
Exhibit D-3 and Sheet 1-B of Exhibit P-U are 
schematic drawings of what plaintiffs call the motel 
or Hyatt Hoyal Inn. These show a uniform style of 
architecture, or motif and of uses of stone. The effect 
of these is to make the two buildings a unit and parts 
of the same motel. 
This unity is shown strongly by Exhibit P-37 which 
was obtained at the desk of the "Hyatt Royal Inn 
lVIotel" and is shown again by the four photograph1 
marked Exhibit P-34. 
Separate building permits were obtained for the 
large building and the restaurant building in Febnrnry 
and ~larch (Exhibits P-li, P-16) the lease to Butler 
Enterprises was ma<le in lVIay, 1964 (Exhibit P-2!-)), 
construction was started about April l, 1965 (R. 236), 
but it was ~fay 10, 196.5 before all the deeds, deeds back, 
deeds of trust and assignments of income were assemblerl 
and recorded simultaneously with consecutive numbers 
in the Salt Lake County Recorder's office (Exhibits 
P-35 and P-36). 
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The building permit for the restaurant building 
(Exhibit P-16) names Hyatt Chalet Motel, Inc. as 
general contractor. The receipt (Exhibit P-15) also 
lists Hyatt Chalet ~1otel, Inc. And the only schematic 
drawing of the restaurant building is Sheet 1-B of the 
Hyatt Motel plans (Exhibit P-14) which was and is 
in fact responsible for building both buildings as the 
signer of the deeds of trust and assignments of rent. 
'Vestern Travel, of course, was a party to the 
adions 134154 and 144500 which were decided on the 
basi5 of Metropolitan Investment v. Sine, decided by this 
Court. 
This separation into two tracts, and running one of 
them through Butler Enterprises before the deeds of 
trust were made by Hyatt Motels leaves Western Travel 
the owner and a prior party to litigation involving the 
covenant. I ts 'i\T arranty Deed to Butler Enterprises 
gives Butler a possible remedy against Western Travel. 
And the "T arranty Deeds of Butler Enterprises to 
Hyatt :Motels and Hyatt Motels to Western Travel 
charge the other defendants with knowledge of the 
recorded restrictive covenant. Section 57-3-1, U.C.A., 
1953. 
POINT III. INJUNCTION IS THE AP-
PROPRIATE REMEDY. 
Plaintiffs' purposes in selling the property subject 
to the restrictive covenant were not to prevent use of 
the land, but to prevent construction of a motel with 
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pretentious or imposing front on North Temple Street, 
thereby protecting their businesses against the compet]. 
ti on of such a motel iu this location. This Court has 
held the covenant valid for these purposes. Metropolitan 
Invest11ient Company v. Sine, supra. 
Consistent with this purpose the action which the 
Sines brought in the Third District Court (Sine v. A. P. 
Neilson, et al., No. 134154) sought first rescission, and 
damages only if rescission were not available. 
"It is well settled that injunctive relief is avail-
able as a remedy against the breach of a restric-
tive covenant. 'This may be either a restraining 
injunction against the violation of a covenant or, 
in the case of structures already erected, a man· 
da tory injunction directing removal." 20 Am. 
J ur. 2d, Covenants, § 312. 
Perhaps the ordinary remedy is by action for dam· 
ages, but in the proper cases, injunction lies, 20 Am. J ur. 
2d, Covenants, § 16; Restatement of Property, § 528. 
In Thodos v. Shirk, 248 Iowa 172, 79 N.,V. 2d 
733,it was held that restrictive covenant being primarily 
negative in character and for the protection of propert~· 
values, the normal remedy sought for enforcement is an 
injunction in equity. 
"\Vhether laches or acquiescence should be considered 
as a possible defense in pursuing this remedy is con· 
sidered under the next point. 
If this Court should find that the covenant has been 
violated but that relief by mandatory injunction is not 
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appropriate, it may and should remand the case for relief 
in the form of action for damages, or otherwise, either 
in this action or in a different action. Ludlow v. Colorado 
Animal Ry-Products Company, 104 Utah 221, 137 P. 
2d 347; Oertel v. Copley, 152 Cal. App. 2d 287, 313 
P.2d 105; Christensen v. Tucker, 114 Cal.App. 2d 554, 
:!50 P.2d 660. 
POINT IV. THE MOTION FOR NE\V 
TRIAL SHOULD IIA VE BEEN GRANTED. 
The Court's Memorandum Decision (R. 57) was 
simply that the Court "finds and concludes that the 
restaurant in question is not a part of the motel; and, 
therefore, finds and concludes that the restrictive cove-
nant is not applicable and the defendants' Motions to 
Dismiss are hereby granted." 
Counsel for the defendants then submitted and the 
Court signed Findings of Fact covering contingent 
questions which were, therefore, beside the point and 
unnecessary to the decision. If the holding of the Memo-
randum Decision was in error and the covenant broken, 
the case should be remanded for consideration of applic-
able remedy. However, if the Court considers all of the 
Findings as appropriately made, then there should be 
a new trial in the court below for errors in the Findings 
of Fact. 
(a) FINDING OF FACT NO. 5 ER-
RONEOUSLY STATES THAT BUTLER OB-
TAINED A BUILDING PERMIT. 
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The building permit for the restaurant portion (E\ 
hibit P-16) was obtained by the architect Sharp who 
listed as owner "Denny's Restaurant" which he obtain<'rl 
from the plans ( R. 240 and see Exhibit P-17) and for 
which organization he built (R. 239). Denny's Restau-
rant is a separate corporation which paid its local man-
ager up to the time the restaurant was completed (R 
250). This fact is important in the matter of service 
of summons and consideration of laches or acquiescence. 
(b) FINDING OF FACT NO. 5 ER-
RONEOUSLY INDICATES THAT PLAIN-
Tl.Fl1"S DID NOTHING TO SERVE HAROLD 
BUTLER ENTERPRISES UNTIL JULY 15, 
1965. 
Plaintiffs obtained from the building permit the 
name "Denny's Restaurant" which was not filed with 
the Secretary of State (R. 258 and 260) and futilely 
attempted to serve Denny's as shown on May 5, 1965 
( R. 9) . Plaintiffs also served the foreman on the job 
on June 10, 1965 (R. 13). The "human error" (R. 2561 
of counsel for \Vestern Travel gave the name "Butler 
Enterprises" to plaintiffs which also was not known b)· 
the Secretary of State ( R. 260). And it was not until 
the correct name was learned to be Harold Butler Enter· 
prises, No. 115, Inc., that the filing was obtained from 
the Secretary of State and the process agent served on 
July 20, 1965 (R. 19). 
Since the building was in process of construction 
well before :May 10, 1965, when documents showing an 
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interest in either Hyatt Motels or Butler Enterprises 
were recorded, and since the building permits do not 
disclose the name Harold Butler Enterprises, and since 
the architect employed to build the restaurant believed 
he was working for Denny's Restaurant, and since the 
manager on the job testified that he was paid by Denny's 
Hcstaurant until the building was completed and ready 
to he opened, it is submitted that plaintiffs acted reason-
ably in their efforts to include the builders of Denny's 
Restaurant when the initial action was filed May 5, 
HH15, after making inquiry of counsel for Western 
Travel, which was the owner of the Building, on April 
1, 1965 (Exhibit P-43). 
( c) FINDING OF FACT NO. 6 IS 
ERRONEOUS IN FINDING INDEPENDENT 
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF 
THE RESTAURANT AND THE MOTEL. 
Our argument under this point has been made 
previously in connection with argument on other mat-
ters and is here summarized. 
By previous litigation in its name and in its behalf, 
'Vestern Travel has tried to invalidate the restrictive 
covenant. It is, therefore, not surprising that it should 
attempt to do by separate leases that which it could not 
do alone. 
'Vestern Travel divided the land into two parts so 
as to accommodate the restrictive covenant land, man-
aged to convey both parts to Hyatt Motels, which put 
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two separate deeds of trust on the two separate prop. 
erties and returned them to 'Vestern Travel. Hyatt 
Chalet might as well have placed a single mortgage 011 
the \vhole tract. If the corporate liability is important. 
one deed of trust J. oined in bv 'V estern Travel excludi!lrr • h 
corporate liability of 'Vestern Travel beyond the prop-
erty could have been made. The deed to Butler Enter-
prises followed by a deed to Hyatt l\;lotels was appar-
ently only for appearance' sake, unless it was for the 
very purpose of making 13utler Enterprises responsible 
for violation of the restrictive covenant which is ref erred 
to specifically in its lease from YV estern Travel. 
The lease to Butler was made in 1\ilay, 1964, an<l 
one year later all of the papers were assembled and 
simultaneously recorded. The deeds of trust bore the 
earliest dates, the deeds from Western Travel the latest 
dates and these were later than the deeds back to '';est-
ern Travel in both sets of papers. These circumstances 
make it plain that all of the defendants were aware of 
the separation of the land into two parts and the reason) 
for it. And in addition, by their conveyances, and hy 
taking as grantees they are charged with the restrictn 
covenant and are parties to a series of transactions which 
they are charged with knowing could be in violatiou of 
the covenant. 
'Vestern Travel in its Provo lease refers to the 
restaurant facilities as part of the motel property. The 
joint advertising, the listing in the trade of the motel 
with restaurant facilities, the meaning of the term motel 
aud the significance of the title "Hyatt Royal Inn" as 
emphasizing food service all tie the two facilities to-
gether and make each part of the motel. 
The design of the restaurant building by the Hyatt 
~Iotels architect and the obvious structural and archi-
tectural unity shown on Sheet 1-B of Exhibit P-14 and 
ori Exhibit P-37, make plain the fact that the two build-
ings were one unit with the approval of all the defen-
dants who were in the chain of title. 
The application for building permit for the restau-
rant includes the name Hyatt Chalet Motels and is a 
candid recognition of the fact that the corporations 
were both interested. 
CONCLUSION 
Using the word "motel" in the restrictive covenant 
after the parties discussed intended use of the land 
for an apartment house, with Mr. Sine knowing that 
motel includes all of the services offered by his competi-
tors are circumstances useful in construction. 
Experts in the motel business uniformly regard the 
motel as including its parts and the persons who pre-
pare data for the tour guides of AAA and Best Western 
recognize the importance to the public of the restaurant 
facility with the motel, of which Hyatt Royal Inn is 
taking full advantage. The defendants seek all the 
advantages of a luxury motel development and seek 
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to divide responsibility so that no one will have violatcr1 
the restrictive covenant. 
This Court observed in Metropolitan v. Sine, supr:i 
that the mere transfer of title could not circumvent tht 
covenant. 
l\ilotel is an umbrella word and covers what llii\ 
Court called a "motel development" embracing all of it\ 
parts. The construction on the interdicted land of ;1 
part of the motel development was a violation of th1 
restricti\'e covenant. 
The judgment of the District Court should ht 
reversed and this Court should either hold that the 
restrictive covenant has been violated and should lit 
enjoined or remand the case to the District Court witi1 
instruction that the restrictive covenant has been violnted 
by these defendants and that the plaintiffs are entitled 
to relief. 
Respectfully submitted, 
RICHARD L. BIRD, JR., of 
Richards, Bird and Hart 
716 Newhouse Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs-Appellants 
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